Quick Start Instructions

Getting Started

Press the Display On Button located on the switch box to turn on.

Sound

Turn on Califone

Input Selection

Turn on desired device first then select input

DVD/VHS

The DVD/VHS come on when the DISPLAY is turned on.

Red is DVD

Green VHS

Press the same

Any input selected will also appear on the computer monitor

1. Attach the VGA cable
2. Then power on your laptop.
3. Press the Laptop button on the switch box
4. If your laptop does not display on either your laptop or the TV monitor, press the following combination of keys together:
   Function (bottom left corner) + F(#) (top of keyboard)
To power on the projector press the on button. The projector will take a few seconds to switch on. Please press the power button twice to turn the power off.

Zoom and Focus are clearly labeled on the top of the projector.

The lamp on/off button is at the top/ To switch between laptop (PC) and doc-camera (Camera) button is in the middle.

The ON/OFF button is at the bottom The zoom buttons +/- and brightness buttons are on the head of the doc cam.

The doc camera arm extends upwards when in use. This is a manual process. When at rest, it folds neatly down for easy storage.

To use the remote control: Make sure the power is switched on. This will enable you to use all the features and select sources.